Our regression models of pupil diameter and skin conductance included regressors for surprise 19 at outcome,to ensure that correlations with surprise were not attributed to uncertainty. 20
Luminance fitting procedure used for model of pupil diameter. In order to accommodate 44 fluctuations in pupil diameter induced by luminance changes, we fit a luminance response 45 function for each subject. This was conducted using a reference data set acquired after the 46 experiment, in which each of the images used in the experiment was shown 50 times. We then 47 fit a single luminance response function using data from all image presentations (red trace 48 above, shading is SEM). We used the gamma response function defined in 2 which has two 49 free parameters: time to peak (Tmax) and number of cascade components (n). We found the 50 best fitting pair of parameters for our luminance response function using gradient descent 51 methods implemented by the MatLab function fmincon (blue trace above, shading is SEM). As 52 expected from the fast constriction typically associated with the light reflex, the average Tmax in 53 our luminance response function was smaller than that used in the conventional response 54 function (839ms vs 930ms). We were thus able to include luminance responses in our 55 regression models of pupil diameter ( Figure 5 and S2B). 56 5 57
Supplementary Figure 4 58
Pupillary and skin conductance sensitivity to uncertainty are uncorrelated. We found no 59 evidence of correlation between pupillary and skin conductance sensitivity to uncertainty 60 (Pearson correlation, n=19, r=0, p=0.97). This is in contrast to the positive correlation observed 61 between each of these parameters and subjective stress uncertainty sensitivity ( Figure 5D ). Predictors were convolved with a standard skin conductance response function (see SI Methods).
We also included regressors for each block (i.e. each stretch of 10 minutes between breaks) to account for changes in baseline between blocks.
As with the pupil model, for all phasic responses (Stimuli, Outcome, Shock, No Shock, Surprise Shock, Surprise No Shock), we also convolved predictors with first and second derivatives of the response function to allow for variance in the shape and timing of the response.
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Supplementary 
Trajectories
Note that since uncertainty (σ) has a natural lower bound at zero -one cannot have negative uncertainty -it is estimated in log space. The numbers given here refer to values in that space.
Predictions (X1)
The predictions are a sigmoid transformation of the probabilities represented in X2, and so do not have a starting value. 
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